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Ø  Last class we evaluated Plato’s view that the purpose of art              
is didactic (to teach us social values). 

 

In “The Arts, Emotions, and Evolution”, Carroll wants to explain         
why art has such a prominent role in human societies, 
Ø  even though it doesn’t seem to support the survival of our species, 
Ø  and often involves so much effort that it actually threatens our survival. 

“Putatively, every human society has possessed some practices or 
behaviors that we would call art, including societies in which 
material necessities were dear and times were stressful.  

–  So the question arises: why are peoples, including those in 
straitened conditions, willing to pay the costs that art exacts?  

–  What benefits explain the sacrifices cultures are prepared to 
expend on the production of art?” (1) 

 

“I would like to speculate….about an explanation of why the arts 
have warranted the place they occupy in human history,  
–  despite the fact that on the surface they appear to contribute            

about as much to society—to quote the notable evolutionary 
psychologist Steven Pinker—as cheesecake does.” (2) 2	  



Carroll will explain that the arts: 

•  make us feel the same things as each other,  
•  and often make them feel those same things together, 

–  and as a consequence, strengthens social bonds                  
within communities & supports their survival. 

Ø He will argue that the purpose of art is to foster social unity, 
Ø and that it accomplishes that goal by                      

fostering shared emotions and values in communities. 

Two challenges he faces are: 
•  to defend the claim that this is really art’s purpose,  

–  Instead, fostering social unity could just be something                           
that art happens to do alongside its real purpose                                        
(if it has a purpose at all).   

•  to demonstrate that this is the reason why art                                    
has been supported by human society throughout history. 

–  Instead, art could play an important role in human society for a variety 
of other reasons, each of which could also explain its survival 
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Ø  “One clue toward an explanation of the place of art                   
in society is in the writing of the ancients,  
–  since they were expressly concerned with     

identifying  the function of art…[as] a key…       
for ascertaining its  social value.” (2) 

“Plato and Aristotle, along with the rasa theorists     
of the Hindu tradition, all regard the arts as         
involved with the arousal of emotion.” 

 

–  According to Carroll, Plato was so concerned    
about the content of stories because stories    
provoke  emotional responses,  
•  and he wanted the guardians’ emotional 

responses to always be appropriate for the 
situations at hand. 

–  Likewise, Aristotle was interested in how                             
“drama engenders pity and fear”, 
•  because he believed that “the emotions     

need to be directed at the right objects,                         
for the right reasons, at the right time,                 
and at the suitable  level of intensity.” (ibid.) 4	  The Odyssey (Marvel Illustrated)  



He wants to clarify that:  
 

•  in recognizing that the arousal of emotions is           
a basic function of art, 

•  “I am not saying that the one and only function     
of the arts is to express or arouse the emotions.  

–  I am not, in other words, endorsing what is often 
called an expression theory of art.  

•  I grant immediately that there is much art that may 
have nothing to do with provoking the emotions. 

Ø Nevertheless, so much art has been devoted to 
the task of arousing the emotions that 

•  if we can identify why arousing the emotions       
in the way of the arts is socially valuable,  

•  we will be able to speculate on                     
why…the ongoing practices of art                    
have deserved the support of the societies in 
which they have emerged and flourished.” (4) 
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“But in advance of addressing the question of                                                                
why  the artistic arousal of the emotions is socially valuable,  
•  it is useful to remind ourselves why the emotions themselves are vital to society. 

–  Life in a culture involves a constant process of judging and being judged; 
–  we are constantly appraising situations…[and] subject to the judgments of others. 

•  However, a great many of the judgments that we make,                         
including moral judgments, are issued automatically.  

Ø And, this is where the emotions come in.  
Ø For the emotions are biologically endowed mechanisms                

for making rapid appraisals, often sans deliberation.” (5) 

•  E.g., when we see something snake-like in the grass,                     
we automatically respond with fear without having to think. 

–  “Obviously, the capability for making such speedy appraisals was an    
advantage for our early [ancestors,]  

–  where a snap judgment could mean the difference between                        
evading a predator or responding to an enemy, & extinction. 

–  The emotions enable us to pick out the details of the arrays                   
that  confront us in terms of what we need to avoid or to exploit.  
»  Fear, for example, zeroes in on danger,                                           

and primes us to fight, flee, or freeze.” (5) 6	  



“….there are certain basic emotions                                                                           
—including fear, anger, jealousy, and disgust—                                                                 
that appear to be nearly universal  
 

•  and, given the rootedness of the emotions in the                                               
body where they engender physiological responses,  

•  these emotions seem to be grounded biologically.  

Nevertheless, although the emotions have a biological basis,  
•  that basis is a platform upon which different cultures calibrate          

various emotions in light of the particular circumstances that beset them.  
»  Even if fear is a basic emotion, feeling terror upon the sight            

of a summons from the IRS is unique to our culture. 

Carroll reasons: “Society depends upon its members’ abilities to make         
converging judgments in order for social coordination to obtain”: 
•  In order to act as groups instead of merely as individuals, we need to arrive at 

shared assessments of what actions are appropriate. 

–  So, “…there needs to be some agreement or uniformity across the  
population of a culture in the modes and criteria of the reigning emotions.  

Ø  And for that to occur, the raw emotions have to be trained or educated.” (5) 
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Ø  The arts, then, are important because they represent                                 
one of the primary ways in which the emotions are educated.  

–  That is, the kind of emotional knowledge requisite for social life                       
in large measure is transmitted by examples portrayed in images 

•  —visual and verbal, including picture, sculpture, poetry, and song— 

–  and in myths and narratives as well as by the rhythms of music                    
and the orders of our constructed environment 
•  —its architecture, gardens, parks, sculpted landscapes, and so forth. 

•   In short, by arousing the emotions, the arts contribute crucially to the sort of 
education of the emotions upon which the existence of societies depends.” (6) 8	  



Carroll discusses many ways in which    
artworks make us feel converging emotions, 

Ø  by exploiting our natural tendency to 
mirror or adopt each other’s emotions. 

 

•  In “observational arts” (where there’s a clear 
division between audience and performers),  
–  watching people expressing emotions can 

stimulate emotional contagion or mimicry. 

•  “…while we each in turn are being guided 
via mimesis by the performers toward the 
same affective [emotional] state,  

•  that feeling is reinforced by the fact       
that our fellow viewers are feeling   
likewise… 
–  Thus we may laugh and cry all the 

harder for being in a group.” (7) 

•  In “participatory arts” (like social dancing     
or ritual singing, where we’re part of the art),  
–  we also mirror each other’s emotions. 9	  



Some art forms also exploit our tendency to interpret abstract patterns of 
images, sounds, etc. as emotional. 
 

•  e.g., “…humans have an immensely strong tendency to hear music as moving…   
in a certain direction…at a certain velocity…with a certain weight or gravity. 
Ø  In virtue of its potential to suggest movement, music…can imitate human 

movement and…the broad emotive qualities suggested by that movement. 

–  As Stephen Davies puts it, ‘music is expressive in recalling the gait, attitude, 
air, carriage, posture, and comportment of the human body.  

»  Just as someone who is stooped over, dragging, faltering,              
subdued and slow in his or her movement cuts a sad figure,  
•  so music that is slow, with heavy or thick harmonic bass 

textures, with underlying patterns of tension, with dark 
timbres, and a recurrently downward impetus sounds sad. 

»  Just as someone who skips and leaps quickly and lightly,               
makes expansive gestures, and so on, has a happy bearing,  
•  so music with similar vivacity and exuberance is                   

happy sounding.’” (videos: bit.ly/1PdEbHr, bit.ly/1OdEZet) 

Ø  Perhaps music arouses these emotions in listeners, by mimicking  
them in sound and inducing “emotional contagion”. 10	  



We might object that music doesn’t really convey emotions, but rather moods 
or vague, unidentifiable feelings. 
 

•  Carroll replies: “Admittedly, the emotive states projected by pure orchestral music 
may not be very precise. 
–   The music may connote generic anxiety rather than fear of something particular, 

like a mountain lion or a plague, such as Mad Cow Disease.  
–  In this way, pure orchestral music is mood-like rather than emotion-like.  

•  However, it is still contagious.  
–  Upbeat music will abet a                                                                              

joyous mood, even though                                                                                      
the kind of joy at issue                                                                                    
may be hard to pin down. 

•  Moreover, when the mood-like                                                                            
stimulus of the music is wedded                                                                                
to a text…and/or a narrative,  
–  [moods] can become very specific;  

•  …[in Tchaikovsky’s] 1812 Overture, for example, the mood of joy is 
identified as one of victory through the music’s program,  

•  and the triumphalism of the music-cum-program infects the audience.” (8-9) 
(video: bit.ly/1VxIr9V) 11	  



“…in virtue of igniting emotional contagion, the arts, at the very least,                 
perform the function of binding together the members of a group                                  
by facilitating the sharing of fellow feelings.  
 

–  Sharing emotions and attitudes, of course, is a way                                                 
of socially bonding by expanding common ground. 

–   In this way, the arts assist in unifying a social group                                                
by imbuing its members with converging feelings. 

•  Of course, the sort of emotional contagion that the arts can promote is not only a 
means for stirring up the fellow feelings useful for accomplishing local projects,  
–  such as revving up the warriors to march across the river in order to do battle.  

•  The arts may also foster more overarching, long-lived forms of emotional contagion, 
–  such as patriotism, by means of things like anthems.  

•  In virtue of their capability to stoke emotional contagion,  
–  the arts can contribute to the maintenance of conformity                                 

—both at the level of local projects and enduring commitments— 
–  since the shared emotions they inspire in participants and/or viewers,         

listeners and/or readers also bring in their trail converging motives to act.  
•  Thus, story, song, music, dance, and other forms of enactment have                

an important role in the orchestration of the behavior of social groups.” (9) 12	  



“Needless to say, throughout much     
of history, the arts operated in tandem 
with religion…” 
 

•  Carroll suggests that religions used 
art to foster common feelings that 
“crossed the boundaries of kinship,  

–  thereby making possible the 
construction of social groups        
on  the basis of something         
more extensive than bloodlines. 

–  That is, larger and larger           
social groups  were enabled           
to cohere—beyond the family       
and the clan…” (9) 

•  He reasons that this was     
beneficial for human survival, 
–  since larger social groups are better 

able to pool resources and defend 
themselves from threats. 13	  

14th-century Islamic prayer niche (mihrab) 
from Iran (at the Metropolitan Museum of Art) 



“Moreover, the arts are particularly effective 
means for educating the emotions due to the 
ways in which they are typically suited to 
engaging human psychology.  
 

•  “It is commonly observed that                 
notions of virtue and vice are more memorably 
communicated by stories, myths, and songs  

•  than by sermons enunciating                   
abstract principles.  
–  Better to recount a tale—perhaps aided by 

a stained glass window that illustrates it—
about a moral exemplar demonstrating   
the virtue in a parable  

–  than to define the virtue by means of        
an abstract formula.  

Ø  Via narratives—visual, verbal, or 
sometimes both— 
Ø  the arts make the values of the   

culture accessible and                
readily retrievable by memory.   
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“The arts of poetry, music, song, and dance all possess strong rhythmic elements,        
as do the visual arts and architecture, although at a different level of visceral intensity. 
 
 

 

•  Rhythm is a useful educational device, of course;  
•  it is a way of making things salient.  
•  One will, for example, pay special attention   

to the words that fall into a regular rhyme 
scheme in a poem or a song.  

•  But rhythm is also a very powerful           
mnemonic device.  
•  It is easier to call to mind information that is 

rhythmically organized;  

•  …Thus, by employing rhythm, the arts address us 
in ways that are particularly memorable, 
•  reinforcing the lessons they convey in a 

particularly deep and enduring manner. 
 

 

Ø  …The arts unify and inculcate at the same time, providing the members of              
every society the wherewithal to make the judgments by which they live.” (12) 
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Sure, art has all these functions today – but how do we know that art has survived 
because of all these functions? 
 

•  Carroll wants to argue that art has persisted through human history 
because it is adaptive, i.e. “bestows evolutionary advantages upon groups” 

–  but  “…some commentators persist in maintaining that artistic behaviors are 
not adaptive but are rather what are called ‘spandrels’,  
•  that is, by-products of genuine adaptations which…were not themselves 

subject to selective pressures. 
 

To argue that art is an evolutionary adaptation, 
Ø  “it must have performed something like this function deep in our ancestral past.” 

–  Carroll says “there may be evidence that it did. 

•  Artistic behavior is thought to have been 
manifest at least around 30,000 years ago 
during the period often designated as the 
Upper Paleolithic Age— 

•  the period in which Homo sapiens or   
modern or Cro-Magnon man is believed to 
have secured dominance in Europe.” 

16	  aboriginal art of Eastern Australia 



“…If our …hunter-gatherer forebears had access to these artistic behaviors,  
»  then they could take advantage of the mobilization of      

emotional contagion for the construction of larger and more 
culturally complex groups than their neighbors, the Neanderthals, 
who appear to have lacked art to any appreciable degree.  

•  Moreover, we know from the fossil record that the            
Homo sapiens were able to form larger communities than   
the Neanderthals and that over time they came to dominate 
the pertinent domains of Europe to the extent that the 
Neanderthals became extinct. 

Undoubtedly, the Homo sapiens had many advantages                           
over the Neanderthals, including, it appears, language.  
 

»  …clearly, certain of these advantages, like language, facilitated 
the construction of more extensive & coordinated communities 
than their Neanderthal competitors were able to field.  

Ø Nevertheless, I think it is difficult to deny that                       
artistic behavior, as it abets emotional contagion,                             
was an important contributing factor to the cohesion            
of the larger Cro-Magnon groups.” (14) 
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“Maybe it will be argued that artistic behavior is obviously just a by-product                   
of the jump in intelligence observable in Homo sapiens in the relevant time period.  
 

•  However, this strikes me as insufferably vague. Of what aspect of that intelligence, 
one wants to know, is artistic behavior a by-product?  
–  A likely candidate, of course, might be emotional intelligence,                      

which includes emotional contagion. 
–  So are we to say that artistic behavior is a by-product of emotional contagion …? 

•  But this seems wrong to me.  

–  Art is not a by-product of emotional contagion; it is a behavioral    
implementation of emotional contagion… 

–  Artists use their own emotional intelligence                                                           
to anticipate what forms and themes                                                                  
will move [other humans] in terms of                                                                
their own susceptibility to emotional contagion, 

–   while audiences respond to such artefacts                                                            
by undergoing emotional contagion.  

•  Art is not a byproduct of emotional contagion                                                 
but is a very important instance of the process.” (15-16) 
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“I suspect one reason that many are quick to deny                              
that artistic behavior is adaptive  
•  is their view that art is simply pleasurable                                              

for its own sake and for no other purpose.  

•  It is, to return to Steven Pinker’s metaphor, cheesecake. 

–  But the notion that art is essentially pleasurable for its own sake                
is a very recent…conception of art.  
•  Thus, it is arguably highly anachronistic to project this conception of 

art backwards into the past in order to explain either the origin of art 
or its persistence over millennia. 

–  …we should constantly be reminding ourselves that for most of its 
existence, art has been about stirring up & shaping the emotions  
in a way that binds & inculcates those under its sway as 
participants in a culture.  

•  The theory that art is the enterprise of engendering pleasure for its 
own sake arrived in the 18th century and is disputed even today in 
Western aesthetics, where it has had the greatest influence.” (16) 
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He concludes by specifying that he              
isn’t making a claim about sexual selection, 
•  i.e., he isn’t arguing that art makes 

individuals more fit for survival by making 
them more likely to pass on their genes. 

…but rather that it benefits group selection, 
•  by making communities more likely to 

survive, expand, and conquer. 
 

–  How plausible do you find Carroll’s 
speculations about the purpose of art? 

–  Do you think that art serves the              
same purposes today as it may have    
served for our ancestors? 

–  Does all art aim at provoking                
shared emotions, 
•  and if not, why might it no longer     

have emotional contagion as a goal? 
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